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Abstract—In vehicular communication systems, maximizing the
number of served vehicles while simultaneously guaranteeing re-
liable coverage at all the vehicles can be a challenging proposi-
tion. A switched-beam based infrastructure can provide better
reliability as the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) can
be improved. However, a simple switched-beam based vehicle-to-
infrastructure (V2I) system alone may not suffice for serving all
the vehicles because (i) the number of vehicle is more than the
number of beam, and (ii) a vehicle may be out of the coverage
region of a beam. Therefore, introducing vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
communication becomes crucial in extending the number of served
vehicles. In this paper, a joint vehicle-beam allocation (VBA) and
vehicular proximity (VP) algorithms for V2I and V2V, respectively
are proposed to guarantee reliable coverage for vehicles. VBA is an
SINR optimization algorithm, and VP is based on LTE Mode 4, a
proximity based service for V2V communications. It is shown that
setting a flexible SINR threshold helps in attaining a reliable beam
coverage region in switched-beam based V2I communication. It
is proven that the outage probability are also directly dependent
on SINR thresholds. Lastly, the concept of utility ratio is also
introduced as a metric for reliability. Simulation results show
that joint V2I and V2V communication significantly improves the
utility ratio.

Index Terms—Millimeter-Wave, V2X, Beam Allocation, RRH,
MIMO, Reliability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Millimeter-wave (mm-Wave) multiple-input-multiple-output
(MIMO) is a promising solution to offer significant reliable
communication in Intelligent Transport System (ITS) [1]. Mm-
Wave MIMO now plays a significant role in ITS providing
new applications and services to vehicular users by means
of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)
communication [2]. Most authors have prioritized their fo-
cus, in vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication research,
mainly on maximizing system capacity and sum-rate [3], [4],
[5]. However, achieveing reliable communication in V2X is
very crucial, especially for critical applications such as delivery
of safety messages. Authors in [3] assumed a perfect channel
state information (CSI) of each vehicle in a mm-Wave analog
beamforming system in order to satisfy quality of service (QoS)
constraints. However, this assumption is too optimistic for
moving vehicles that result in quasi-static or dynamic channels
with imperfect CSI. Moreover, inter-beam interference was
not considered. Authors in [4] proposed a beam-frequency
algorithm to maximize the throughput by fixing the position
of vehicles, which is also an idealistic premise. Additionally,
[3] and [4] assume that the achieved SINR should be above
a particular threshold. However, it is neither straightforward

nor clear how to obtain these threshold SINR values from the
requirements of V2I communications, which usually refer to
transmission with a certain reliability and within a certain time
period. In particular, 1600 byte packets have been considered
to be received within 5ms and with a reliability of 99.999%
to deliver traffic safety applications [5]. Switched-beam based
system is a beamforming approach that features fixed number
of beam pattern and simultaneously directed toward different
pre-defined directions to serve one or more users within cell
coverage and this necessitates the principle of line of sight
(LOS) and/or non-LOS [6].

In this paper, we propose a directional beam allocation tech-
nique, which involves the joint application of multiple direc-
tional beams for V2I and LTE-V2V Mode 4 communications
[7], which is a proximity-based service between two vehicles
(wherein V2I beam coverage is not available), to improve out-
age and guarantee maximum network coverage. In LTE-V2V
mode 4, vehicles autonomously select and manage resources
without any infrastructure support. Importantly, it also reduces
the processing burden on remote-radio heads (RRHs) [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11], [12]. Our proposed solution features the use of
dedicated RRH which can be standalone or located within an
existing traffic infrastructure. We also consider unique proper-
ties of V2I, such as line-of-sight (LOS) channel with imperfect
CSI [13], [14].

• We decomposed the joint resource allocation problem
into two sub-problems: SINR optimization problem for
V2I and proximity-based V2V optimization problem, to
adaptively improve the outage probability and satisfy the
QoS requirements of vehicles by taking into consideration
the different SINR values and position uncertainties of the
vehicles.

• The solution to the optimization problem is divided into
two sub-algorithms: (i) vehicular-beam allocation (VBA)
algorithm, which is an SINR optimization algorithm for
V2I, and, (ii) vehicular-proximity (VP) algorithm based
on LTE-V2V Mode 4 for V2V based on channel quality
state information (QSI) to ensure reliability amongst all
the vehicles within the coverage area.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

As shown in Fig. 1, consider downlink transmission through
a dedicated RRH with a road segment of length dR. dR rep-
resents the network coverage range for the vehicles. The RRH



Fig. 1. System model for predefined vehicular users of vehicular broadcast
communication scenario at an instance of time

employs a multi-user mm-Wave switched-beam directional an-
tenna with linear array of equally spaced antenna elements.
The RRH simultaneously forms M beams toward K dual-
antenna aided vehicles. The dual-antenna at the vehicles is
for the purpose of simultaneous V2I and V2V transmission at
different frequencies. In this system, V2I transmission is carried
out at f1 and V2V at f2. We adopt the position uncertainty
model based on estimated and actual user positions based on the
Manhattan mobility model in [15]. In a conventional switched-
beam system, the number of users is generally more than the
number of beams i.e. K ≥ M , as such beams are allocated for
transmission thereby resulting in a beam allocation problem. In
this paper, we assume that only one beam can serve one vehi-
cle. Vehicle-beam association is solved by the VBA algorithm
(Section III-B). Since K ≥ M , the vehicles not served by the
RRH beams become candidates for V2V association, which is
accomplished by the VP algorithm. We consider that the spatial
locations of the vehicles are quasi-static i.e. the locations do not
record a significant change within a frame, but dynamic over
multiple frames.

A. V2I Communication

M = {1, · · · ,M} denote a set of RRH beams, formed
by the Butler network at frequency f1. Let K = {1, · · · ,K}
denote the set of vehicles. The directivity Dm(θk) of the m-th
beam with respect to an angle of departure (AoD) of θk to the
k-th vehicle is given as

Dm(θk) =
2(AFm(θk))

2∫ π

0
(AFm(ψ))2 sin(ψ)dψ

. (1)

where AFm(θk) is the array factor given by

AFm(θk) =
sin(0.5Mπ cos θk − βm)

0.5Mπ cos θk − βm
, (2)

βm =

(
− (M + 1)

2
+ n

)
π,m ∈ {1, · · · ,M} . (3)

The received power, Pk,m, at k-th vehicle from the m-th beam,
for the V2I line-of-sight (LOS) channel at f1 is given as

Pk,m =

M∑
m=1

ϕk,m · pm ·Dm(θk) · hk,m (4)

hk,m denotes the Rician channel gain between the m-th beam
of the RRH to vehicle k. ϕk,m ∈ {0, 1} represents beam
allocation indicator. ϕk,m = 1 if beam m is allocated to vehicle
k; otherwise, ϕk,m = 0. Therefore,

∑M
m=1 ϕk,m ≤ 1. We adopt

the close-in (CI) mm-Wave propagation model in [16], [17].
From (4), pm is the transmit power allocated on beam m given
by

pm =

{
Pt

ΣK
k=1Σ

M
m=1ϕk,m

if
∑K

k=1 ϕk,m = 1,

0 if
∑K

k=1 ϕk,m = 0,
(5)

where Pt is the total RRH power. The received SINR is given
by

γk,m =
Pk,m K∑

i=1
i̸=k

M−1∑
m=1

ϕi,m · pm ·Dm(θk) · hk,m


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Im

+σ2
k

(6)

Im denotes the inter-beam interference. σ2
k is the additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) power of the receiver.

B. V2V Communication

Let Kz = {1, · · · , kz, · · · ,Kz} be the set of vehicles asso-
ciated with RRH beams. It is implied that Kz ≤ K. Hence Kv

denotes the (vehicle) candidates available for V2V pairing i.e.
(K − Kz). For any kz , let kz,j denote the state j ∈ {1, 2},
where the state j = 1 ⇒ kz,1 pairs the vehicle kz to its nearest
neighbour at the front and the state j = 2 ⇒ kz,2 pairs the
vehicle kz to its nearest neighbour at the back. It is assumed
that all the vehicles are moving in the same direction (Fig. 1).
The candidates for pairing are selected from the Kv pool. The
received SINR for kz,j , i.e, kz-th vehicle in state j ∈ {1, 2}
(paired to its neighbour at the front or back) is given by

γj =
PT
kz,j

hkz,j (t) Kz∑
q=1,q ̸=kz

PT
q,j ·hkz,j (t)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ikz,j

+σ2
kz,j

(8)

where PT
kz,j

is the transmit power of the kz-th vehicle (kz ∈
Kz) which pairs with the vehicle j ∈ {1, 2}, and, Ikz,j

is the
interfering signal to the vehicle j paired to kz from all other
vehicles in the set Kz . hkz,j is the time varying channel impulse
response hkz,j between kz and its pair j.



C. SINR-Aware Link Reliability Policy for V2V Association

In V2X communications, reliability is reflected by packet
error rate (PER) which is related to the received SINR val-
ues. Therefore, in this paper, we use SINR-aware functions to
represent reliability directly. The SINR-aware link reliability is
proposed to enumerate a step-by-step procedure, with limited
SINR awareness, that filters and determines the preferred values
which in turn best fits to the objectives of the policy. This policy
helps to meet the V2V communication reliability requirement,
because the vehicles out of the V2I coverage range can be
served through V2V Mode 4 proximity service. At each time
frame, all beams are allocated to kz vehicles, kz ∈ Kz . Each
vehicle in the Kv pool computes the received SINR of its
nearest neighbouring vehicle kz ∈ Kz to establish V2V link
communication.

D. Outage Probability

V2V pairing/association is initiated when a candidate vehicle
is outside or in between the coverage areas of any of the
individual RRH beams (Kv pool) as shown in Fig.1. The outage
probability (OP) [18], [19], [20] defines the coverage area of
every beam. OP is the probability that the output SINR falls
below specified threshold SINR value γk.

III. SINR-AWARE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS

A. Problem Formulation

Our goal is to maximize the SINR and improve reliability by
jointly considering VBA problem for V2I and proximity-based
V2V pairing based on QSI to ensure reliability amongst all
available vehicles within the coverage area. We formulate the
optimization problem as a twin-timescale allocation problem.
The VBA optimization problem for V2I is formulated as

max
ϕk,m

K∑
k=1

M∑
m=1

γk,m (10)

C1:
M∑

m=1

ϕk,m ≤ 1,∀k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K} (10a)

C2:
K∑

k=1

ϕk,m ≤ 1,∀m ∈ {1, 2, · · · , M} (10b)

C3:
K∑

k=1

pm ≤ Pt,∀m ∈ {1, 2, · · · , M}, (10c)

C4:ϕk,m ∈ {0, 1},∀k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K}, (10d)
C5:∀k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K},∀m ∈ {1, 2, · · · , M} (10e)

Constraints (10a)-(10b) indicate that each beam can be used by
at most one vehicle and only one vehicle can associate with
at most one beam. Constraint (10c) indicates that the sum of
power over all beams is less or equal the total RRH power
allocated. Constraint (10d) specifies the decision variables of
the formulated problem, which takes a value of 1 if beam
m is allocated to at most one kz vehicle and 0 otherwise.

The optimization problem for proximity-based V2V pairing is
formulated as

max
ϕkv,z

Kv∑
kv=1

Z∑
z=1

γkv,z (11)

C1:
Z∑

z=1

ϕkv,z ≤ 1,∀kv ∈ {1, 2, · · · , Kv} (11a)

C2:
Kv∑

kv=1

ϕkv,z ≤ 1,∀z ∈ {1, 2, · · · , Z} (11b)

C3:
Kv∑

kv=1

PT
kv

≤ PV2V,∀kv ∈ {1, 2, · · · , Kv} (11c)

C4:ϕkv,z ∈ {0, 1},∀kv ∈ {1, 2, · · · , Kv} (11d)
C5:∀kv ∈ {1, 2, · · · , Kv}, z ∈ {1, 2, · · · , Z} (11e)

where (11a) and (11b) follow the constraints that each kz
vehicle can associate with at most one user in (Kv) pool and
each vehicle in (Kv) pool can pair with at most one kz vehicle
Constraint (11c) indicates that the sum of power per vehicle is
less or equals the total transmit power of all the vehicles PV2V.
Constraint (11d) specifies the decision variables of the formu-
lated problem, which takes a value of 1 if there exists a V2V
communication to at most one kv vehicle and 0 otherwise. The
optimization problems (10)-(10e) and (11)-(11e) are solved by
respectively applying vehicular-beam allocation (VBA) which
is an SINR-aware optimization algorithm for V2I and vehicular
proximity (VP) algorithm based on LTE-V2V Mode 4 for V2V.

B. Vehicular-Beam allocation (VBA) algorithm

The purpose of beam allocation is to guarantee a maximum
communication coverage for most vehicles within the trans-
mission region. Each vehicle at corresponding angular location
computes the received SINR of M -switched beams and returns
the information on maximum SINR with the corresponding
index to the RRH. Beams are assigned to vehicles with largest
SINR. The key aspect of our VBA algorithm is that, it allocates
to all users located within the coverage of each beam at a time
frame.

C. Vehicular Proximity (VP) algorithm

VP algorithm is developed to focus on proximity-based V2V
pair problem in (11) based on the LTE-V2V Mode 4. Algorithm
2 describes the steps implemented for V2V association.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

This section evaluates the coverage and reliability perfor-
mance of the joint application of VBA and VP for V2I and
V2V respectively, using the MATLAB simulation platform. As
shown in Fig. 1, a dedicated RRH with M = 6 directional
beams and K = 10 dual-antenna aided vehicles are deployed
for vehicular mobility in a single direction (direction of motion
as shown in Fig. 1.). Vehicles travel along defined road segment
length dR with an average speed of 30km/h. To evaluate the
performance of the proposed sub-algorithms, we consider that



Algorithm 1 VBA Algorithm
1: Input: M = {1, · · · ,M}, K = {1, · · · ,K}, ∀k ∈ K,

∀m ∈ M , ϕk,m ≤ 1
2: for k = 1 to K do
3: for m = 1 to M do
4: Compute the directivity of each beam at all vehicle

locations
5: bm = max

ϕk,m

{Dm(θk,m)}
6: Select vehicle k according to (10)
7: k = argmax

ϕk,m

[γk,m]

8: Allocate V2I beam m to vehicle k
9: ϕk,m = 1, ϕk∗,m = 0 ∀k ̸= k∗

10: Pair beam m to vehicle k with bm
11: end for
12: end for

Algorithm 2 VP Algorithm
Input: Kz = {1, · · · ,Kz}, Z = {1, · · · , Z}, ∀k ∈ K,
ϕk,z, ≤ 1, Kz = k, K̃ = K\k

2: for k = 1 to K do
If ϕk,m = 0 then

4: compute kd = argmin
kz∈K

{dkz,kv
}

Update Kz = k∗ and K̃ = K\k
6: End If

end for

the RRH is located at the centre of the coverage range, dR, at a
height of 75m from the road.

Fig. 2 shows the coverage range for M = 6 beams spread
over angular locations of 10◦ to 50◦, which are represented in
terms of the received SINR. With simple geometry, it can be
derived that the RRH height of 75m approximately corresponds
to a road length of dR = 54m (for perspective, the length of a
football field is 100m). In Fig. 2, six distinct coverage regions
can be clearly observed, each corresponding to its respective
RRH beam. Total RRH transmit power Pm = 50dBm (approx-
imately 125Watts) is assumed to be equally allocated to all the
beams. The directivity of each beam is set to 30dB (equations
(1) and (2)). It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the received SINR
for all the beams, and hence the beam coverage regions, are
interleaved. The interleaving of coverage region builds up a
guaranteed range of coverage, thus reliability of service and
QoS, for all vehicles.

Fig. 3 shows the outage probability, with 95% confidence,
for the respective beam coverage regions. QPSK modulation
is applied to 28 bits. The received SINR threshold is taken as
−7.5dB since it is approximately above the value of SINR=
−7.5dB in Fig. 2 shows that the respective beam coverage
regions can be clearly identified. Since the SINR are interleaved
(Fig. 2), lowering the SINR threshold can minimize the outage
probability. However, the trade-off is that it will be difficult
to distinguish between the beam coverage regions, i.e. which
coverage region belongs to which beam. At the set SINR
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Fig. 2. Received SINR with VBA algorithm. M = 6.

threshold of −7.5dB, the probability of outage is moderately
high in between the adjacent beam coverage regions, but each
beam coverage region can be clearly identified. The setting of
an SINR threshold can be flexible so as to ascertain a reliable
and contiguous beam coverage region at any road segment (dR)
of interest.
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Fig. 3. Outage Probability within the beam coverage of the angular locations
with VBA algorithm and 95% confidence interval lines . M = 6.

Some vehicles might be out of a specific coverage region of
an RRH beam, since K ≥ M . If a vehicle is not served for
a long period, system reliability can be compromised, which
is undesirable for reliability sensitive scenario. Therefore, re-
liability is again a crucial performance measure for vehicular
communication systems. Utility ratio is also used to evaluate
the reliability, which is defined as the ratio of the number of
served vehicles to the total number of vehicles.

Utility Ratio =

∑K
k=1

∑M
m=1 ϕk,m
K

. (12)



Fig. 4 shows that the utility ratio and hence reliability can be
significantly improved by the joint application of VBA and VP
algorithms which facilitates simultaneous V2I and V2V com-
munications. Moreover, as the number of vehicles increases,
the utility ratio initially increases before saturating when the
number of vehicles served equals the number of beams.
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Fig. 4. Utility ratio comparison for V2V+V2I vs. V2I only. M = 6.K = 10

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the first evaluation of the perfor-
mance and operation of a vehicle-beam allocation technique,
which accounts for application of multiple directional beams
for V2I and LTE-V2V Mode 4 communication, a proximity-
based service between two vehicles, for V2V. By applying
both algorithms, our results showed that the outage for each
vehicle is determined by the set SINR threshold. It was shown
that the outage probabilities correspond directly with the beam
coverage regions. Simulation results show that the utility ratio
of the joint application of VBA and VP algorithms improves the
average rates as well as the utility ratio and hence the reliability.
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